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AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION and RELAY SYSTEM

Capt Allan Netzer

Abstract

The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), 6545th Test Group,
is the Air Force center of expertise for Unmanned Air
Vehicle (UAV) test and evaluation (T&E). To facilitate this
mission, the 6545th Test Group developed three NC-130
Surrogate Carrier Launch Platform (SCLP) aircraft for UAV
test support. The SCLP aircraft support various test
functions including avionics testing, captive-carriage, and
launch of UAVs and missiles. The system can support concept
validation and early Developmental Test and Evaluation
(DT&E) without requiring the operational launch platform,
freeing these critical assets from test support. The SCLP
aircraft use a palletized “roll-on/roll-off” approach to
increase test support flexibility and decrease test costs.
Capabilities include airborne command and control, flight
termination, telemetry tracking, recording, relay of
in-flight test vehicle data, and engineering test stations
for airborne data analysis and test control. The SCLP can
captive-carry, launch, and operate a test article out of
line of sight of range ground stations. SCLP can display
engineering data and relay the data to a Mission Control
Center (MCC). Additionally, the SCLP permits autonomous
operation on undeveloped airspace or supplements
capabilities at existing facilities. Early SCLP
configurations were used during concept validation of the
air-launched Tacit Rainbow missile, while later variations
supported several efforts, including classified programs.
This paper describes the telemetry-tracking and relay
capabilities of the SCLP using the Airborne Data Acquisition
and Relay System (ADARS) station. The ADARS uses a
combination of tracking and omni-directional antennas to
acquire, track, record, and retransmit telemetry data. The
combination of two directional tracking antennas and
diversity combining of the received signals enables the
system to reliably acquire test vehicle data at relatively



low signal levels or with high fade rates. The system proved
very versatile and was modified to support various special
project requirements. The system is currently configured to
receive and retransmit telemetry data up to a rate of 1.92
Megabits per second (Mbps).

Introduction

The shrinking defense budget and the growing complexity of
today’s systems, developmental tester is increasingly
challenged to thoroughly flight test systems with limited
resources. New weapon systems, particularly Unmanned Air
Vehicles (UAVs), push the limitations of test range airspace
and instrumentation coverage. Additionally, reduced range
improvement and modernization funding impacts the test
facility’s ability to react to the constantly changing
requirements. These factors combine to hinder the test
planner’s and data engineer’s efforts to acquire continuous
data without sacrificing needed test profiles. To meet this
challenge, the 6545th Test Group developed the Airborne Data
Acquisition and Relay System (ADARS). ADARS was developed to
provide low-cost, real time, mobile, continuous Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM)/Frequency Modulated (FM) telemetry (TM)
coverage of the test article when ground based TM stations
are not available or cannot provide adequate margin. Test
constraints such as low power transmitters in the test
article, flush mounted antennas, low altitude flight
profiles, flight on range space with limited
instrumentation, or line of sight limitations often
constrain the test profile. Frequently the critical flight
phase occurs when ground TM station coverage is not
adequate; for example, in the terminal area during the end
game maneuver against a target array. ADARS provides dynamic
placement of the telemetry coverage along with an airborne
orientation to acquire the best signal. ADARS can record the
data stream as well as relay the data from the airborne
vantage point to the Mission Control Center (MCC). ADARS
system operators monitor the data quality and manipulate the
system to provide the best possible data.

Background. ADARS was developed to acquire and relay PCM/FM
telemetry data from airborne test vehicles as part of the
Surrogate Carrier Launch Platform (SCLP) system. The



operating concept of the SCLP is to provide a low cost
carriage, launch, and test support platform for UAV/missile
systems and avionics testing, freeing the operational
carrier during early developmental testing. The concept uses
palletized stations onboard three specially modified NC-130
aircraft to provide a variety of capabilities. These include
test vehicle carriage and launch, airborne command and
control relay, TM acquisition and relay, flight termination,
test conduct and control, and engineering work stations. The
SCLP/ADARS is totally self-contained including support
equipment and personnel. These capabilities allow the SCLP
aircraft to operate independently on multiple ranges with
high reliability to augment the existing range
instrumentation or bring instrumentation to undeveloped
airspace. ADARS has proven to be a powerful, reliable, low
cost capability on numerous projects on multiple ranges and
is in the future for test programs such as Unmanned Air
Reconnaissance System/Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance
System (UARS/ATARS).

ADARS Configuration

ADARS consists of the TM system discussed here, as well as
the UHF command and control relay and flight termination
system, and the engineering work stations. The major ADARS
TM relay components are depicted in the system diagram
(Figure 1). The data monitoring equipment is not depicted.
The data acquisition or receive side of ADARS consists of
S-band receive antennas S1, S2, and S3, front-ends, the
Antenna Control Unit (ACU) , tracking and data receivers,
and the diversity combiner. Once the data is acquired, it is
reconstructed using a bit synchronizer for recording and
re-transmission. The transmit side consists of a
pre-modulation amplifier/filter, an exciter/amplifier
transmitter assembly, a bandwidth filter, and the transmit
antenna.

Aircraft modifications. Currently the ADARS TM station is
configured for carriage in two specially modified NC-130
aircraft. ADARS is contained in pallet mounted
instrumentation racks compatible with the A-A32H-4A dual
rail cargo handling system. This, in conjunction with quick
disconnect aircraft interfaces, allows for a roll-on/roll-



Figure 1

off capability permitting mix-matching with the other
surrogate carrier stations, tailoring the aircraft for the
specific test mission. For TM relay-recording missions the
ADARS TM rack/pallet, a data recording and ground check-out
rack/pallet, and a seat pallet make up the flight station.

External modifications were accomplished on two SCLP
aircraft to accommodate the addition of TM antennas. A
standard C-130P radome was used on the top of the aircraft
to house the upper tracking receive antenna (S1). A lower
radome was constructed for the bottom surface of the
aircraft to house the lower tracking receive antenna (S2).
Stub dipole antennas were mounted on the lower surface; one
for an omni-directional receive antenna (S3) and one for
data relay transmit (L1). Various blade antennas were also
included on the aircraft belly for receiving ADARS
transmissions as data quality monitors. Internal
modifications include various cable runs for the antennas
and other aircraft/test station interface, and the
installation of the tracking antenna pedestal rotators. Also
mounted in the aircraft are the “front-ends” for S1, S2, and
S3. The front-ends consist of a noise filter, preamplifier,
and limiter.



Antennas. An important feature of ADARS is its two
directional tracking S-band antennas, allowing for low
signal level data acquisition. The upper tracking antenna
(S1) is mounted on the top surface of the aircraft, just aft
of the flight deck, inside a standard C-130P radome. The
antenna is a horn aperture/helicone configuration with 8
helical coil elements. The antenna is pre-flight adjustable
in elevation and rotates 360 degrees in azimuth on a
precision pedestal. The antenna has a measured gain of 20
dBic (isotropic, circularly polarized) at a center frequency
of 2.2765 GHz. The 3 dB down beamwidth of the antenna is 15
degrees in azimuth and 55 degrees in elevation. The antenna
has a +/-300 MHZ bandwidth. The lower tracking antenna (S2)
has similar characteristics with 6 elements and a measured
gain of 17 dBic. It is mounted on the aircraft belly
slightly aft of S1. The reduced antenna size was necessary
due to space constraints. The typical scenario for tracking
an airborne test object is to place the NC-130 above the
test article (higher altitude) in an orbit or along a
predetermined route. To best cover the elevations below
horizon, the antennas are typically set with S1 at zero
degrees elevation with respect to the horizon and S2 twenty
degrees down. During high aircraft/test vehicle closure
rates at close range, high dynamic angular rates can exceed
the antenna’s effective slew rate. To meet this situation an
omni-directional antenna is employed having a 360 degree
azimuth beamwidth covering the lower half of the zenith
plane. This antenna has a gain of 5 dBic, significantly
reducing the effective range as compared to S1 and S2. It
has proven sufficient to complement the trackers for close
range data acquisition. The relay transmit antenna (L1) has
the same beamwidth as S3, also with a 5 dBic gain. The
transmit side is in the L-band, at 1.5305 GHz. All antennas
are right hand circularly polarized.

Antenna Control. The directional receive antennas require
accurate azimuth tracking control to be effective. Manual
pointing is used to initially acquire the test vehicle data
signal. Automatic (auto) tracking can then be selected.
During auto track, the phase difference between elements
left and right of the selected antenna’s boresight is used
to generate a tracking error signal. A scan converter on
each antenna amplitude modulates the error signal on the



carrier with the frequency modulated data. The combined
signal is amplified in the front-end. Narrow band tracking
receivers demodulate the error signal and the dual servo
amplifier generates steering/lobing commands to the selected
antenna. The deselected antenna is automatically slaved to
the selected one. S1 or S2 can be selected manually or
automatically using the strongest signal strength as
selection criteria.

Data Acquisition. Data from each of the three antennas pass
through its respective front-end. The front-end consists of
a band-pass filter, preamplifier with a measured 35 dB gain,
and limiter to protect the receivers. The front-ends are
mounted in the aircraft as close to the antennas as possible
to minimize loss prior to the preamplifier. After the
front-ends, the three signals are each demodulated by
variable bandwidth, frequency tuneable data receivers,
providing data rate flexibility and limited carrier
frequency selection. The data from the two tracking antennas
are postdetection spacial diversity combined to obtain a
single optimum continuous data stream. The data stream from
the omni antenna (S3) can be selected manually instead of
the combined data stream from the tracking antennas when
desired. The selected data stream is then reconstructed for
recording and retransmission.

Data Transmission. The reconstructed data from the bit
synchronizer is passed to the pre-modulation
amplifier/filter. The amplifier consists of gain stages to
provide adjustment of the PCM data bit stream peak-to-peak
voltage, adjusting the peak deviation of the transmitted
data. Bessel low pass filter stages remove the high
frequency harmonics introduced in data reconstruction. The
data stream is then modulated on a 1.5305 GHz 70 watt
carrier using an exciter/amplifier assembly.

Testing and Operation

Testing. Both ground and flight tests were accomplished on
ADARS. Flight testing was performed using ground and
airborne data transmit sources. Testing was accomplished in
two phases. The initial test phase was conducted at a 320
Kbps (Kilobits per second) data rate and did not employ



diversity combining of the two tracking antenna signals.
Switching between the two data streams was accomplished
concurrently with the tracking antenna control switching
process. Emphasis was placed on establishing system
sensitivity, antenna tracking performance, and tracking
antenna selection weighting. Measured system sensitivity met
design requirements, and tracking performance after
adjustments to the control algorithms proved satisfactory.
The data stream switching, however, proved to be less
acceptable. As discussed earlier, highest relative signal
strength was used as the data stream selection criteria. One
problem encountered with this configuration was dithering
between the two tracking antennas. Switching hysteresis was
included in the original design; various levels between 3 dB
and 7 dB were investigated in an attempt to reduce undesired
switching. However, nonlinearities in the hysteresis values,
typical of analog circuits over a large voltage range,
complicated the process. Additionally, large relative signal
level fade rates, typical of UAV/missile telemetry data due
to vehicle dynamics, antenna patterns, and multipath,
coupled with the ADARS aircraft dynamics and multipath
environment, frequently required the operator to manually
override the antenna selection to stop the dithering.

A second problem observed was the choice of the selection
criteria itself. In correlating the signal level and the
receiver output eye pattern, it was apparent that highest
carrier signal level did not guarantee best data quality. In
certain geometries, a higher data quality was obtained from
one antenna and the best tracking information from the
other; the best tracking information typically associated
with the higher signal level. This resulted from the
multipath environment of the ADARS aircraft, which was
significant in certain relative target positions. A new
requirement to increase the data rate to 1.92 Mbps presented
a more significant shortfall, however, due to the bandwidth
limitations of the CMOS switches used in the antenna data
stream selection. These factors suggested the use of spacial
diversity combining, ushering in the next phase of testing.

The second test phase emphasized measuring the sensitivity
of the system at the higher bandwidth limit, and
characterizing the addition of postdetection combining.



Predetection combining was not pursued due to limitations in
available hardware. Postdetection combining solved the
limitations of the previous configuration. Postdetection
combining however does not provide the gain in Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) that predetection enjoys for PCM/FM [1].
This was noted in static testing as the combiner functioned
as a “seamless switch” rather than an optimal combiner.

Operation. Two topics regarding mission conduct are
noteworthy here: premission checkouts and mission data
monitoring. Thorough premission checkouts are key to
reliable test mission support. This is especially true in
highly flexible configurations like the surrogate carrier
systems. The ADARS system employs a totally self-contained
premission check capability that is an integral part of the
system, allowing complete preflight at any operating
location. Checks include: end-to-end (S-band receive
antennas to L-band transmit antenna) Bit Error Rate Tests
(BERT), sensitivity and threshold checks, antenna tracking
checks, and checks of cable and antenna integrity using a
Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR). A complete complement of
spare components, engineering, and technician support have
resulted in 100% ADARS mission support in over 50 missions.
The other key aspect to mission conduct is real time data
monitoring. The system operator monitors the eye pattern and
receive signal levels from all data streams to ensure the
best data is selected. The operator also monitors the ADARS
transmit signal spectrums and demodulated signals to ensure
the relay is healthy. The data quality monitor allows the
operator to override tracking, or antenna selection if
necessary. Coordination between the aircraft pilots, ground
controller, and ADARS operator allow real time profile
corrections to meet circumstances not foreseen in the test
planning. The combination of real time data monitoring,
engineering and technician support have more than once
proved valuable for in-flight diagnoses and repair of a
problem that would have otherwise resulted in performance
degradation.



Performance

The performance of the ADARS relay system is effectively
characterized by the performance of the data acquisition
side of the relay. Once the data is acquired and
reconstructed at the combiner SNR, the transmitter power is
sufficient to ensure the transmitted SNR is above the
typical ground station receive system threshold for
reasonable distances. This being true, the ground station
Bit Error Rate (BER) will be equal to the ADARS received BER
assuming the transmit side is properly configured to filter
and deviate/modulate the data on the carrier. A 70 watt
transmit Effective Radiated Power (ERP) design goal was
selected for this purpose.

The ADARS figures of merit discussed here are the system
sensitivity, system noise, and the effective range obtained
from link analysis. The upper antenna (S1) is addressed here
as it is the primary receive source for long range
acquisition, because its beam is centered on the horizon.
The acceptable system BER for the performance evaluation is
1-3 errors per million bits. This conservatively translates
to a required SNR of 12 dB and 14 dB at bandwidths of 320
Khz and 2 MHz respectively, with bit rate equal to bandwidth
and peak deviation equal to .35 times the bit rate [1]. The
system sensitivity is defined here as the minimum signal
strength at the front-end input that will provide the
required BER. For ADARS, sensitivity is measured at the
front-end inputs. The measured sensitivities are -104 dBm
and -96 dBm at 320 Kbps and 1.92 Mbps respectively. These
values correspond very well to expected values calculated
using equation (4-1).

S = -174 dBm + 10 * log(B) + NF  + SNR 4-1)s

where:
S= system sensitivity (dBm) B= rcvr IF bandwidth (Hz)
NF = system NF (dB) SNR= required SNR (dB)s



The system Noise Figure (NF), expressed as a power ratio, is
a measure of the noise added by the system. It is defined as
the ratio of total output noise to output noise due only to
input noise at 290 degrees Kelvin [1]. The NF for the Sl
system assuming no signal gain from the combiner is
calculated using equation (4-2) [1], [2].

NF  = (Nf -l)*G +(NF -l)*G +NF +(NF -1)/G +(NF -1)/G Gs a cl c1 c1 fe c2 fe r fe c2

(4-2)
where: NF = system NF G = cable 1 gains c1

NF = antenna NF G = front-end gaina fe

NF = front-end NF G  = cable 2 gainfe c2

NF  = cable 1 NF NF = receiver NFc1 r

The NF is referenced at the front-end input. In determining
the system NF, the antenna, cables, front-end, and receiver
are included. Cable 1 runs from the antenna to the
front-end, and cable 2 from the front-end to the receiver. A
conservative antenna noise figure of 1.8 dB (150 degrees K
noise temperature) is assumed here, as half of the 55 degree
elevation beam-width is looking at the ground causing a
higher noise contribution. The system noise figure at 1.92
Mbps data rate is estimated at 3.2 dB. The impact of the
assumed antenna noise temperature is seen readily here. The
system noise figure without the antenna is 2.0, which
correlates well with our measured sensitivity. Link margin
analysis yields a more physically meaningful figure of merit
in the range at which ADARS can effectively acquire TM data
[2]. Figure 2 presents the maximum range as a function of
bandwidth for two Effective Radiated Power (ERP) levels
typical of UAV test vehicles. An 18 dB margin is included
for multipath, typical of range safety requirements. A 3 dB
polarization loss is also included.

Conclusion

ADARS provides a viable low cost telemetry data acquisition
capability. s part the of the Surrogate Carrier Launch
Platform (SCLP) system, ADARS is a powerful support
capability allowing dynamic telemetry coverage, collectively
with carriage and launch of the test vehicle. ADARS is a
fully self-contained system capable of staging out of any



Figure 2

operating location, supplementing existing range
instrumentation or supporting tests autonomously. The total
system approach employing in-the-field check-out and
maintenance with real-time data monitoring is proven; over
50 missions supported, zero missions lost. The ADARS
tracking antenna configuration gives 360 degree azimuth,
coverage freeing the aircraft to maneuver as required to
optimize the TM coverage along the profile. The tracking
system gain and system sensitivity allow for ample TM range
coverage at relatively wide bandwidths. The use of
postdetection diversity combining enhances operation by
producing a continuous data stream from the two tracking
antennas, minimizing the effects of the high fade rate
environment. The current performance is expected to improve
with the planned addition of predetection diversity
combining. The next phase of testing, scheduled for late
1991, will investigate the system performance in this
configuration. Additional studies to characterize
improvements in performance, including multipath rejection
and SNR gains for various geometries, are currently planned.
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